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The fire investigation community relies on both NFPA®921 

and NFPA®1033 as authoritative guidelines and standards. 

These texts and other prominent fire investigation 

publications identify the Scientific Method as the correct 

and preferred methodology for determining origin and 

cause. However, application and documentation of this 

methodology varies significantly.  

Few tools exist for the practical application of the Scientific 

Method in fire investigations and those that do are rarely 

used or encountered. Such a formal tool should allow 

investigators to employing critical thinking skills in order to 

correctly infer specific conclusions. The tool should also be 

systematic, intuitive, reliable, and valid and serve to 

document the entire process of hypothesis formulation 

through testing for future reference.   

The authors previously developed and published “reverse 

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (rFMEA)” as a 

methodology to apply the Scientific Method for fire cause 

determination. This paper overviews the rFMEA process 

and concepts, concentrating on the practical application of 

the methodology through a case study, demonstrating how 

it meets the objective of employing critical thinking skills to 

reach specific conclusions, and discussing its systematic 

and intuitive nature, validity, and reliability.  rFMEA also 

provides comprehensive documentation of the entire 

process of hypothesis formulation. 
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This paper examines three case studies of commercial 

vehicle wheel end fires caused by operating vehicles with 

the parking brakes applied. It analyzes the most commonly 

utilized conventional air/drum brake systems in the U.S. 

market found on most heavy duty trucks, tractors, semi-

trailers, and buses equipped with dual wheel/tire 

combinations at the wheel ends. The paper outlines and 

illustrates the vehicle components analyzed, typical fire 

patterns observed, methodologies used to help determine 

the correct fire origin, and when to correctly relate the 

cause of the fire to the operation of the vehicle with the 

parking brakes applied.  

The case studies include a 6×4 tractor with two parking 

brake chambers, a 6x4 tractor with four parking brake 

chambers, and a single axle semi-trailer with two parking 

brake chambers.  

The paper illustrates the process used to determine the 

area of origin for each example, and then discusses the 

root cause determination for all three. In each case, the 

evidence shows that the vehicles were operated with the 

parking brakes applied. The study emphasizes the  

documentation and summarization of the most common 

burn patterns and evidence created in fires caused by 

spring applied parking brake systems.  
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Electrical failures commonly cause fires in vehicles and 

equipment. Surveys have been conducted regarding 

electrical fire events in the trucking industry to develop 

corrective maintenance practices. Survey responses 

determined that electrical failures accounted for 

approximately 17% of all reported truck fires. If the trucks 

were parked, with or without the engine running, 43% of 

all fires were caused by electrical failures. When 

considering all vehicle types, NFPA reports that an average 

of 267,600 reported U.S. vehicle fires occurred per year 

from 2003-2007. Of these, 23% were reportedly caused by 

electrical failure or malfunction.  

This paper has three main purposes; (1) to research and 

aggregate the definitions of these terms and phenomena 

from published information, (2) to apply and compare the 

definitions and descriptions in terms of how they apply and 

vary in alternating current (AC) and direct current (DC) 

electrical systems of different voltage levels, and (3) to 

discuss how these definitions and descriptions can be more 

appropriately used and applied to fire origin cause and 

determinations in the 12 volt DC electrical systems typically 

found in vehicles and vehicle equipment.  
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Arc Mapping is a commonly accepted method used to  

determine area of origin, especially in post-flashover 

structural fires, with properly fused alternating current 

electrical circuits.  

The authors have found that fire investigators and 

engineers commonly use Arc Mapping as a fire origin 

investigation technique for non-structural vehicles and 

commercial equipment. This extends the technique to 

conditions beyond its originally intended setting, and thus 

requires  consideration of the basis for the technique and 

determination of the applicability and potential limitations 

under those different conditions. Numerous features 

differentiate a typical structure’s configuration from that of 

a typical vehicle or commercial equipment relative to the 

behavior of their electrical circuits.  

This analysis explores some of these differences in typical 

configurations and discusses their effect on fire behavior, 

and thus the limitations of Arc Mapping in the fire 

investigation of vehicles and commercial equipment. Two 

major results come from this analysis. First, the differences 

between the structures and vehicles/equipment and their 

typical electrical systems produce different fire behaviors 

and thus different fire evidence, including arc marks. 

Second, is the loss of the degree of predictability of the fire 

behavior in the electrical systems in vehicles and 

equipment relative to structures, which leads to a lack of 

reliability and diminishes the ability of the Arc Mapping 

technique to assist in vehicle and equipment fire origin 

determination.  
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This publication addresses the appropriate methodologies 

used to determine the correct origin and cause of parking 

brake failures in commercial vehicles. Fire origin and cause 

analysis in commercial vehicles can be challenging due to 

the lack of familiarity and understanding by the fire 

investigation community about specific pneumatic and 

mechanical systems associated with foundation air brakes 

and spring applied parking brake systems common to 

commercial vehicles. This analysis will focus on heavier 

trucks, tractor-trailers, buses equipped with air drum brake 

systems, and dual wheel/tire combinations at the wheel 

ends.  

The authors provide a review of the typical function of 

foundation air brake systems and their associated 

mechanical parking brake systems. This paper discusses 

common parking brake configurations and explains how 

their pneumatic circuits work. Additionally, it reviews 

typical axle and wheel end configurations to familiarize the 

investigator with other potential causes of wheel end fires 

and the mechanical inspection procedures recommended 

to determine if operating the vehicle with the parking 

brakes applied caused the fire. The publication also 

provides a discussion of typical fire patterns caused by 

parking brake fires to assist in making a proper origin and 

cause determination, as well as all other potential fire 

causes and fuel loads at a typical wheel end.  
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This publication proposes that the advanced Failure 

Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) techniques and 

methodology currently used by the automotive industry 

for product and process design can be reversed and used 

as an effective failure/root cause analysis tool.  

The paper reviews FMEA methodologies and explains how 

they can be effectively reversed and used as a failure 

analysis and fire cause determination tool referred to as a 

“reverse FMEA” (rFMEA). This analysis addresses the 

application of these techniques and methodologies in 

vehicle fire cause determination. The rFMEA technique is 

particularly suited to situations where multiple potential 

fire causes are contained within an established area of 

origin. In this paper the “reverse FMEA” methodology 

then is applied to a hypothetical, illustrative case study to 

demonstrate its effectiveness.  
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Vehicles and equipment typically contain electrical power 
systems utilizing direct current (DC) power.  Failures in the 
DC power circuits are one of the major types of fire causes 
in these. 

The case study presented is of a fire that occurred in a 
commercial tractor-trailer which was reported as an 
“engine compartment fire”. It demonstrates the 
origination of a fire in an area of a vehicle physically 
separate and remote from the root cause of the fire.   
There are three significant issues relevant to fires 
involving such phenomena that are considered: 

A fire may initiate at a location on the vehicle/equipment 
where there is no defect, abnormality, or any other 
condition that would directly cause a fire - prior to the 

occurrence of another (root) cause which is completely 
remote and separated from the root cause failure 
location, yet part of the fire sequence. 

The short/weld evidence that is the root cause in such a 
fire, is not located at, or surrounding, the origin of the fire
- completely contrary to the theory of arc mapping as a 
means of fire origin determination - for vehicles and 
equipment utilizing DC power circuits and a common 
negative. 

Retained fire evidence may need to include potentially 
pertinent critical root cause evidence that is remote and 
separate from a properly determined area of fire origin. 
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